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Constant Contact Survey Results
Survey Name: 2018 Comp Plan Survey
Response Status: Partial & Completed
Filter: None
Mar 16, 2018 10:20:18 AM
1. Are you completing this survey as a: (Check all that apply) - Other responses
Employee
work part time
Previous home owner but still have kids in school and participate in town Rec
Parent of Student in Lasalle
Work in LaSalle/former resident
Employee
Work in LaSalle
1 house in LaSalle, 1 in East LaSalle
Work in town
2. Where do you work? - Other responses
Longmont
Loveland and travel
Other
Ft Collins
Weld county
Kersey
Windsor
Loveland
Ft Collins
Platteville
Oil field
Stay at home mom
8. Rate the adequacy of the following: - Comments
 LaSalle could use a facelift and incentives to bring more business back to main street.
 The Town of LaSalle has done very little to encourage the economic growth of the town. Other than LaSalle
Days, there are no community events that the Town of LaSalle will support. Our leadership is so incredibly
against forward progress for our town, it is sad.
 Like the small-town feel. But traffic is getting to be too much.
 "need public transportation ---- groceries --- teen activities beside sports -- preserve, display and promote local history
 free wi-fi
 better drainage for local streets"
 Property along the highway sometimes doesn't look the best. Also, the weedy area west of 6th St and south of
Sunset is not a pretty sight.
 La Salle is just a small fish in a big pond in regards to Colo as a whole. J D Farr had vision enough to give Weld Co.
a leg up and an edge in the Twentieth Century. Where are the visionaries for this Century, who will find and
catch the water needed to sustain our way of life?
 "LaSalle is growing and needs a rev center to allow the children to have adequate practice times and schedules
 It would be great to have a pool!"
 We need a grocery store and more retail for residence.

 It would be nice to see some moderately priced patio homes. Being retired I am starting to have trouble keeping
up with yard work and especially
t want to move out of LaSalle.

 I think if we have low income housing we might have a possibility of more crime in town. I would like to see a
Rec center for the kids and community be able to stay in town and be a community. Too many people leaving to
other communities for recreation facilities. Do something with the dang train too, I wish the train switching
done by the overpass instead of the middle of town. Once they close some of the rural crossings what is
emergency services going to do when the main crossing is blocked.
 No more houses in dove hill
 "Emergency services are adequate (and quite good) if ther
side!
 Would like to see a swimming pool or splash park.
 LaSalle Day is awesome!

-standard housing
that would deflate other values."
 Growth should be slow and logically planned. Special attention to ingress and egress!
 "No more growth please.
 We moved to a small town and now it's no longer small."
9. All new development and redevelopment should enhance the small-town character of LaSalle. - Other responses
a) 10. Regarding wildlife habitats: - Other responses
I don't have enough info to answer
b) The Town should focus on: - Other responses
All of the Above...this should not have to be a choice
all 3
All of the top three
we're torn / a balance of all of these
both retain existing business while trying to attract new businesses
All of the above
Retaining existing businesses along with attracting more non-agricultural
Diversify business while maintaining agricultural roots
12. Are you generally satisfied with existing businesses and services currently provided in LaSalle?  We need more fast food and a full grocer.
 We have very little to offer the residents.
 We need a rec center. More restaurants other than Mexican food. Grocery store that offers fresh produce. Pool.
Things to do for the community.
 There is always room to grow and expand.
 Grocery store
 A fully functional grocery store would be a valuable and desirable addition to LaSalle. For runs to the grocery
store not including having to run to Greeley would be a welcome improvement. A fully-fledged grocery store
would add value and be a profitable addition to the town.
 There are some small ones I am unaware of but in the future would like to see more. I miss a local grocery with
fresh meats.
 Would like to see a small grocery store that carries produce. Would not be opposed to another fast food drive
they option.

 Pizza place
 There are too many car dealerships in LaSalle. Another convenience/gas station, preferably on the southwest
corner of Hy85 and 1st is needed. Although it is hard to sustain small businesses especially because of our
proximity to Greeley, a wider range of small businesses is needed.
 Need a stand-alone grocery store
 Need a grocery store
 I would dearly love to see a grocery store (similar to Heritage in Eaton). I would also like to see a pizza place
(especially if it were a branch of Kersey Pizza), and a chain drive through hamburger place.
 There could be more diversity. 5 car dealerships
t scream diversity or unique
small town its rather boring.
 It would be great if we could get more businesses in. However, when the City of Evans crosses the river and
extends their city limits into LaSalle area and the post office doesn't operate in town we are going to be a suburb
of Evans instead of being our own town.
 Need a grocery store that has fruits and vegetables
 Glad to see Family Dollar come in - needed that. A nice little grocery store like Heritage in Eaton would be
GREAT but most people probably go to Greeley anyway. Hard to support things with Greeley so darned close.
 Some additional amenities would be great and would add revenue to the town, instead of everyone seeking
those amenities in Greeley.
 Whoever is in charge must not allow anything new to come to town. Same stuff for years.
 Would love to see a second gas station and a market. Johnstown is a good example of what our little town could
bec
ve got a lot of businesses and love their market.
13. During the most recent economic down-turn (2007-2011), LaSalle and the rest of the country struggled. How do you
feel about LaSalle's economy, in general, now? - Other responses
 It could be so much better with forward thinking and progress
 I have no information on this question
 N/a
14. Increasing density (the number of housing units in a specified area) is one way to achieve more affordable housing
when land costs are high. Should LaSalle consider allowing increased densities in new projects or in redevelopment
areas to encourage a greater mix of housing types and a range of affordability? - Other responses







We don't need more housing.
No more houses
but -build in attention to parking, traffic
we need water for growth
The latter of the two options
With the development of houses also comes the need of a new park, facilities

15. How do you see the Town of LaSalle's future? What should LaSalle look like, look towards, and protect? - Responses
 Grow a little so we don't get swallowed up. We need a rec center and a walking path.
 I see the Town's future as bleak. This survey as well as the upcoming Community meetings are just a formality.
They are just something
they are not truly things that the town is
willing to listen to its citizens on or about. The listed items citizens wanted to improve are very much the same
items that were on the list in 1999. Here we are 20 years later with very similar leadership and still talking about
the same things. Nothing is going to get done to improve our town until the leadership learns to think in new
ways and/or new leadership is in place. This town could be so amazing. It has amazing people and history.
There is very little confidence in our police department. They will readily hand out citations for weeds in

























people's yards but won't ticket vehicles consistently speeding through school zones daily! We need new
businesses, we need to spruce up the 85 corridors, and listen to the citizens of LaSalle.
Keep the small-town charm. Control growth, don't get greedy like many other towns in Colorado who have lost
their appeal.
Lasalle should stop building new homes until they are able to maintain the current town streets and facilities.
We have road repairs that are like speed bumps on the main street in front of the hells angels building
construction on the building next door ongoing for over 2 years. The police truly patrol like security guards. I
watch cars combined in off 39 into the back of town all day long going 50+ in a 25 MPH. We want revenue patrol
it. Let's keep the agricultural fields why make a big city out of a good small town. We need to get a code
enforcement to start ticketing the homes that have fallen trees and no lawn care. We still have homes that have
Christmas lights up and lit every night. We have a town with lower income people let's not expand and make
cost of living higher. They current homes will go further downhill.
This Town has a lot of potential, families from all over have moved here recently and will continue to. We need
to be able to adjust to the younger generations needs in order to stay relevant with our sister cities/towns and
to keep families wanting to stay here. Growth and change will be good for this town, just don't grow and change
too much at a time. We need paths to walk around the town, finish the sidewalks around town so people can
enjoy a nice stroll on a sunny day.
Thriving, friendly small town. Great place to live, work, learn and play.
Need more affordable housing. It would be great to see another restaurant or bank. A small market (not a dollar
market) with fresh vegetables and meats would be a great addition
The town is growing too big without adding things for the community to do. If we had a rec center, pool, librarywould be help with the growing community.
"LaSalle is being overrun by traffic and trucks going through Main St. There is no code enforcement in regards to
junk collection and other unsightly buildings. People disregarding stop signs and loud vehicles is a problem.
Drainage is also a problem. These issues need fixed before anyone would want to move here. It seems to me
that the town has no desire for change. It appears to be complacent with the way things are and have no desire
to make it look attractive to new people moving here. I would like to see us take pride in the town rather than
being a dumping ground for anything and everything. We live on Main St. and see so much historical value and
opportunity to make it a great historical district
I think we need to look around at other towns and see what they have done. ."
We NEED a rec center. Look to grow the town that is beneficial to the town and the people in it.
"protect history -- when gone it is gone!!!!
information and artifacts and structures.
more attention to youth
survey them?????"
LaSalle needs an apartment complex or condo complex west of the new homes. We also need a variety to
restaurants. We have too many Mexican related foods. We need a small recreation center similar to Evans
with basketball courts and work out room.
Add a few businesses; build only well-constructed houses and a few nice apartments.
A continued growth in nicely sustained neighborhoods, further enhancing the small-town feel. A grocery store
somewhere along the Highway 85 corridor (near the area of Crystal River Road) would be an excellent, and
beneficial addition for the residents of LaSalle. I feel that the small-town feel is a very desirable aspect of LaSalle,
and it should be protected, keeping the tight knit bedroom community is a must. An excellent example of
expansion that I would enjoy, is a community like Eaton, where they are very much a bedroom community, with
some of the added amenities of grocery stores, restaurants, etc. To see LaSalle grow while maintaining its small
town appeal as Eaton has, would be a great way to ensure that LaSalle continues to thrive into the future.
It would be a plus if La Salle could keep its small-town flavor and not be just another Front Range Bedroom
community.
t think we should encourage any multifamily housing

 Small town feel, welcoming, cleaner, environmentally sound, better sidewalks, friendly, great schools, safe.
 I feel we need to address school zones, sidewalks and train issues. I grew up in LaSalle both my parents ran small
businesses and I feel there is a HUGE lack of unity between schools and the town. We should support each
other not compete!
 I am not opposed to growth in affordable housing but I would like to see an increased presence in law
enforcement particularly on Hwy 85. Excessive speed is an issue and I would not be opposed to a change in the
speed limit both before entering city limits and through city limits. Would like to see another access point for
Dove Hill - south of the overpass.
 My family enjoys the size of LaSalle. It is close enough to Greeley to go in & get what is needed without growing
LaSalle. The new housing costs in the town are ridiculous and need to come down so people can actually afford
it and not have to have 2 or 3 families living in a house. A lot of nice families have to leave LaSalle to find more
affordable housing in Evans or Greeley. LaSalle should look towards protecting the small town, agricultural feel.
I'm split on the need for a Rec Center. Our bills have gone up this last year a significant amount (remember as
the economy recovers EVERYONE is raising their rates for services) so I would rather not see rates increase again
in order to pay for a Rec Center. I'd prefer to see sidewalks added so that kids have a safe place to walk when
walking home from school.
 "Focus on the historical aspects in and around LaSalle. Increase, improve signage and advertisement. Develop a
campaign to highlight LaSalle and focus on small town living.
 Detriment is certainly the railroad crossing."
 Need grocery store. Need a rec center.
 "Bike path, walking paths, sidewalks.
 Recreation center"
 Rec center, minimal franchise chains, more housing growth, as more homes arise increase parks or walking
paths.
 don't be in a hurry to grow. You will lose the greatest asset the town has!!!
 I believe LaSalle needs to grow in order to survive but a slow controlled growth would be better than a quick all
holds barred type of growth.
 Protect the small-town atmosphere. Enhance the availability of community facilities/attractions to bring the
community closer together and to attract new development.
 "Would like to see residential increases as well as business increase. More sales tax to increase Emergency
services and L.E.
 Would like to see a more inclusive town with grocery options and shopping closer to residences. Keeping the
money in town.
 As well as a focus on preserving historic areas of downtown and old town to preserve the small down feel and
why people love living in LaSalle."
 I would like to see mode
t want to become another Severan
t
want to be a total bedroom community like Erie/Frederick/Firestone, etc.
 I think a rec center would be great for our town. It could bring so many opportunities to our town.
 Give the second street a face lift as well as the downtown area. The addition of Mainstreet Market is fabulous
start. Maybe an ice cream shop or hamburger place. I know Jems serves burgers but on limited hours. The main
drive is very industrial and doesn t say stop and check out our cute town.
 The quaintness of the town is appealing to those who want to live in a safe and wholesome environment away
from the everyday hustle and bustle of the city.
 LaSalle has great potential for growth. However, the town must do a better job of realizing that potential. The
town must aggressively diversify its business and housing portfolio to attract economic growth and keep up with
the other growing communities in the area, without sacrificing the established agricultural businesses. The town
must also focus on improving its infrastructure to aid attracting new face
t keep up
with the areas growth, I believe that the town risks being overrun by other communities.

 We need to improve recreation facilities, like the baseball fields. The stands just get new boards, we need to
improve the seating area, parking area. We need to make the parks look more appealing so when people come
to play they would have good comments. It would also be nice to have a restaurant that served something else
than Mexican food, Jem's is great for morning and lunch meals but looking for more choices for dinner.
 Need increased sense of Community: More "festivals, community center/rec center, museum, ect.
 Lasalle a future is stagnant as long as we are hindered by Union Pacific frequently blocking traffic to east side of
town!
 I think the community needs to rally behind the youth. We need to do a better job serving the school district, as
well as the recreational program. A recreation center is the next step in establishing a better future for our
student athletes. We need to keep the agricultural history the town was established on, but also continue to
bring in new businesses that will excel the town. We need a stronger SRO at LaSalle schools, and not just one but
one at each to protect students, staff, and faculty. I also think there should be more opportunity for youth to
reach out and help seniors. I think our youth needs to learn about ways they can help out our community too.
 "Please protect the small-town atmosphere!
 We don't want or need more houses!
 We don't want or need a King Sooners or any other large chain."
 "It seems to be a busy little town with oilfield activity, and Ag in the farming months. Housing prices are high and
there is no/low availability, which tells me that we are a desirable community. I personally do not wish to
increase density any greater than what was done in Dove Hill. We do not need a trailer park, however some
nice patio homes might be nice for the aging population who might want to downsize but not leave LaSalle - I
could see myself being one of those people.
 The trains absolutely suck. The addition of the new switchyard in East LaSalle is not going to help enough to
even notice a difference at the Main crossing (my opinion). Some town growth to the East/South East might be
an option, but not with the trains. Not sure what to do about it, and I am sure everyone has the same
complaint.
 Protect the ""small town"" and
try to grow into something we
or
want to be."
 LaSalle should seek to maintain a small-town atmosphere by limiting dense population growth. Growth should
also be from quality housing projects rather than quick and cheap projects.
 I feel there could be some changes to LaSalle. Bring new business to town. We are in a rut with nothing to do in
LaSalle. We need a grocery store, a library, a rec center. We need something for the youth in this town to do.
When my grandkids come to visit they like to go to the park. While it looks nice, the playground needs new and
safer equipment. Is there any way you can control the speeders on Sunset Drive? Cars going to the new
subdivision go way to fast. A speed bump or two, a dip, or stop signs would help. Kids walking home from
school, or adults out walking are in danger with how fast these vehicles go. Slow them down! While it is nice to
see police around the schools, I get frustrated when they are allowing cars to speed through the school zone.
They are right there watching them go speeding in a 15-mile zone. What good are they doing? I appreciate that
our residential streets are plowed after a snow storm.
 A small town feel that is safe
 We moved here to enjoy small town life. We would like to see it remain that way as much as possible.

perfect the way it is.
 "I would like to see the small town feel maintained but with the understanding that growth is inevitable.
 With the growth I would personally like to see more options within our town that is directed towards families
with children. A new park, sidewalks and a bike trail would be nice.
 A few smaller businesses would be beneficial as well and that benefit the daily lives of the residents
 Example: there are 3 car dealerships right on the main strip, is this necessary? When you could allow for a
grocer, an additional gas station, a thrift shop, etc."
 More affordable housing, including apartments. Also, more senior housing (patio homes). Would also love to see
a rec center of some sort to give our kids something to actively do without having to go into Evans or Greeley.

 Protect wildlife and open space. Expand and enhance with business and maybe a new park.
16. This is a "free space" to comment on this survey or any other Town-related items. - Responses
 I beg the Town leadership to PLEASE listen to the community members at these meetings and through these
surveys AND to take steps to improve our town. The citizen's do not feel heard or even valued. Only you can
change that!
 This is a great town, full of history and not a lot has changed over the years which is a good and bad thing.
Change is good, not a complete overhaul, keep the traditions but add to them. We have a diverse population
here in this town but we don't showcase those differences or embrace them. Allow different vendors for LaSalle
days, change up the Christmas Open House to include the younger generations that are now residing in our
town. Listen to the community, truly hear what they are saying and not just blow them off.
 LaSalle is in major need or some sidewalks. Especially around the schools and streets leading to the schools.
Lighted/flashing signs in between the schools are a necessity as well. Its necessary to grow and update the
community before people move on to other small towns that are doing things we should be doing.
 I believe Union Pacific has morphed from the central being for La Salle to a bullying big brother. And there are
times I question the use of the train on the towns logo.
 Thank you all for all you do. We love La Salle!

s important to keep a strong relationship with the school district. It would be great to offer our residents a
recreation center.
 Love the small-town community feel. Lots of history here with the mixed heritage and immigrants (ex: German
and Russian) Improve all programs in our schools.
 "Being in an agriculture area, there are areas that are very attractive for mosquito breedi
t know if it
would take a grant, but I feel we need to be proactive in the control.
 It would also be a novel idea to be able to offer a community garden area (which would enhance our agricultural
ties). It would also be a novel idea if one of our homes in the historic area eventually becomes a B&B."
 "The snow removal sucks! Why even plow snow in the residential areas, the middle of street is still snow packed
while the parking area is cleared. You
hardly get a full size vehicle down some streets, plow the stuff to the
side and then move it over once they get to hauling it off.
 Why is it that public works can start watering the parks early in the spring but the residents can't turn on the
sprinklers until mid-April?"
 Greatly appreciate the openness of the forum & set of meetings.
 I appreciate the opportunity to fill out this survey. I hope opinions throughout the town get heard.
 "I miss the really good Town Garage Sale Day that we used to have. There
seem to be anything
consistent with it now, and it really
seem to be too successful.
 The Parks are wonderful and beautifully kept!
 Thanks for the new potties at the Parks too! Big improvement.
 Thanks for all you do!"
 A serious examination of the ingress and egress of Phase II of Dove Hill needs to be conducted, including traffic
volume, speed, and pedestrian safety, as well as alternate route options.
 The town should consider on-line bill pay.
 We need a rec center, a place to recycle, a library (how does Gilcrest get one?). There is nothing for children to
do in LaSalle, except old, outdated, somewhat dangerous parks. There is just nothing to do here, therefore
people take their money to other towns and do activities there. Too many pit bulls. Very unfriendly cops. Cars go
way too fast along Sunset.
 Definitely need to have traffic calming on Sunset Drive due to the boom of development in Dove Hill. Also,
would love to see more parks for the kids to enjoy with maybe some walking trails.

TRANSPORTATION
Stop light on 394
Maintain Railroad Drive better
3 Way stop at Dove Hill & Sunset
How do we pay for it?
North Walnut who maintains it?
Sidewalk & bike paths ADA
394 Speed limits
Apply for grants for improvements, sidewalk and parks
394 Merge lane right
Stop light sensors at 394
Speed enforcement on city streets especially around schools
Pedestrian overpass across Highway 85
4 Way stop at East Union & Walnut
Fire department sub-station on West side of town
ADA compliant
Look for funding
Revisit weight restrictions local traffic only Partner with Weld County/CDOT
Signage Improvements
All signs marked
Stop sign at 3rd Avenue and 4th Street
School flashing lights
Campers/work vehicles/ trailers parked in residential areas
Noise ordinance jake brakes
Use river to connect LaSalle with Evans
Keep commercial traffic off of Main Street but keep relationship with oil and gas
industry
Central Business District
- Revive
- Retail
- Preserve
Railroad cooperation
Purchase Railroad Drive
Continue patrol at stop signs
Impact fee trucking companies help pay for upkeep on roads
Direct route from Dove Hill to Highway 85
More stop signs
More school zone flashing lights
Walking/biking trail to Poudre River existing trail
Better traffic control at intersections
Sidewalks
Street diet

Establish safe path to and from school for children
Pedestrian walkway over railroad tracks
Keep links to the community
Better vision from Family Dollar redesign intersections
Better storm drainage in intersections
Reduce wait times at Railroad crossing
Pave Railroad Drive
A merge lane from Railroad Drive onto Highway 85 going South
4 Way stop at Taylor and Railroad Drive
Bicycle path on Highway 85 going to and from Evans
Incorporate a bus system that will go into Evans and Greeley
Town information center on Highway 85
Library and Museum
Concerned with amount of traffic on Sunset Drive to and from Dove Hill speed
bumps?
Speed limit on Highway 85 either lowered or more enforced
School zone flashing lights on 1st Avenue in front of Pete Mirich Elementary also near
middle school
Sidewalk on Todd Avenue by ballfield
Talk with Railroad about amount of time the main crossing is blocked
Make sure residents are registered for reverse 911
- Make sure cell phone numbers are registered
Pedestrian walkway over Highway 85
Intersection at Valero and Human Bean traffic issues can be a major cluster
Quiet times for train whistle

PARKS, TRAILS AND OPEN SPACE
New parks higher priority
Consider the needs of retirees and children of all ages
Connect with youth and seniors
Walking/biking trails connect with LaSalle and Riverside
Pool or splash park
Updated playground equipment
- Slide
- Teeter totter
Gun range
Explore ways to bring new businesses
Increase tax revenue
Purchase football field from RE-1 for:
- Town parks
- Shelters
- Recreation Options
Wildlife preservation on river (water fowl)
Park at Sunset Ridge with trails
Open Space
- Weed control in parks, open space, streets, ballfields and around schools
- Basketball hoops at parks on both sides of town
- Volleyball sand
- Frisby golf
- Recreation center with pool
- Bike path
- Walking trails
- Advertise recreation assistance programs
- Art guide
- More adult recreation programs
- Multisport sessions
Small zip line in park (especially over river) on North side of 394 and Highway 85
- Tourism idea
- Get grant to fund and maintain it
Recreation center on proposed site off of Sunset and South 6 th Street
Take into consideration the cost of maintaining parks (herbicide, pesticides,
equipment costs, ect)
Be aware of endangered species while exploring new parks
Plant natural mosquito plants to help deter them
Fenced in dog parks
Park along the river
Bike trail along the river connect to 35th Avenue
Fencing at park (small) along Highway 85 for safety of small kids on the loose

Community outdoor pool or indoor works
Sidewalks around the parks
Handicap accessible curbs at corners
Update playground equipment
Not all parks are safe
- Outdated/upgrade equipment
- Trails
- Not family friendly
Need road from Dove Hill to Highway 85
Sidewalks to and around schools
Need more parks
Pocket parks
Walking trails
Outdated playground equipment
How do we pay for it?
Lottery funds
Prioritize alternative funding

RECREATION AND TOURISM
Recreation center
- Multi use
- Meeting rooms
- Kitchen
- Income
- Amphitheater
- Basketball
- Volleyball
Partner with RE-1
Walking/biking trails in/out of town options
Museum
Baseball field
- Update current facilities
- Lights
- Seating
Builder help with trails & parks but not stop due to high expectations
Tennis courts
- Update lights, backboard, shade and seating
Joint agreements
Grants explore GOCO
Senior Citizen Programs
Walk over railroad
Outdoor concerts
24 Hour facilities
LaSalle historical functions as ambassador for the community
How are we going to pay for it?
Create historical district
- Create activities
Promote & preserve historic community (Cemetery)
NO TOURISM
Let Tourism happen Naturally
Focus on the Town
Tourism by trail
Craft fairs
Farmers market
Spend NO Money on tourism
Spend LOTS of money on tourism
Great Tourism From
- LaSalle Days
- Movie in the park
- Holiday open house

- Bed & Breakfast
- Concerts in the park for adults
- Farm to table dinners
- Ag education for children
Chamber of Commerce
Community Communication
- Newsletter
- Website
- Reverse 911
Weekly or monthly activity flyers
More recreation for all ages
Promote civic organization
More staff for the recreation department
Coordinating with other communities for activities
Community fundraisers (5K)
Do things step by step
Search grants and donations in lieu (instead of) relying on tourism
Dog show
Car show
Farmers market
Community garden
Historical museum
Grocery store
Fast food (Pizza, Hamburgers, Ice Cream)
Affordable housing
Income based for seniors housing
Assisted living facility for seniors
Outdoor concert
Curb appeal along Highway 85
Making sure ballfields are safe
Having ballfields and tennis courts open during the day
Are adult and senior recreation programs in existence and are they being utilized?
Bus trips to Black Hawk
Arts festival
LaSalle Recreation Website connect to Facebook page
What is tourism
Locals into Town?
Great restaurants
Small scale attractions, not large regional draw
Better notification mailers
Community bulletin board
Beautify Highway 85
Require developers to build recreation center

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS
Connect community across Highway 85
Trash cans/disposable items put away after pickup
Keep the small town feel
Make sure residents are registered for reverse 911
- Make sure cell phone numbers are registered
Upgrade fiber optics and internet
Community internet
Town website to be shared by community members on social media
More lighting in neighborhoods
Contract with a tree company to provide financial assistance to maintain trees (seek
grants)
Hire a person to seek and write grants to fund various programs
A recycling program
A mulch vs burn program for branches
Make parks mandatory
Have a separate comprehensive plan for parks
Add repair, update and create more sidewalks
Uniform sidewalks from school
Priority is sidewalks
Street diet
Create more places for children to play
Increased enforcement of zoning on properties and streets
- Abandoned vehicles
- Campers/trailers on streets
- Parking in non-designated areas
- Collecting junk
Require more landscaping
More stop signs
- 3rd Avenue & 3rd Street
- Union & Locust
3 Way stop at Sunset & Dove Hill
Alternate route out of Dove Hill
- Safety concern
Funding partner with grants UPRR, grant writing
Trails
Telecommunication options
Town communication text/email/website
Public library
Storm drainage
- Sunset

- Ley Drive
- 1st Street
- Main
Create retention pond
How do we pay for it?
MS4 guidelines
Partner with UPRR for Railroad Drive maintenance
All roads paved (5th & 4th)
Taylor & Railroad Drive speed limit signs
Sidewalks discuss with homeowners for partnership
- 1st Avenue by schools
- Sunset
Lower alley to manholes Alleys behind Main
Open space & parks
- Handicap access
- Sidewalks/ADA
- Both sides of railroad sidewalks
- Sidewalks in all neighborhoods
- Drainage on Union Avenue Street is higher than properties
- Street lights
- Stop light at 394 & Highway 85
-
- Dove Hill drainage
- 394 drainage
- Dog parks
- Dove Hill and Sunset 3 way stop
- Sidewalks East of town

